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Welcome to a whole new forum. We have called it Sketches because that?s basically what it?s
about. In response to a growing need from our members to display and discuss their sketches in a
more appropriate way than our Comic Art or Adult galleries allows. In this forum you can post image
tags in a thread all your own to receive feedback on your sketches. It can be a single sketch, or a
group, or even an entire sketchbook?s worth of images. You decide.

If you do not already have a site to host images you can sign up for an account for free at either 
www.ImageShack.com or www.PhotoBucket.com Our forums allows for the use of ubb code, so
image tags are fairly simple. A tag should look like this
[IMG]http://i23.photobucket.com/albums/b365/Biohaz_Daddy/CBFA/Biohaz_dude-sig.gif[/IMG] with
one exception. The [IMG] should be lower case. I used the upper case so you can see the code,
otherwise all you would see is this.
 

 

A further explanation of ubb can be found here. http://webboard.pinnaclesys.com/ubbcode.html

So before you begin posting your threads there are a few rules specific to this new forum you need to
be aware of:
First off sketches will no longer be allowed in the Comic Art or Adult galleries. Those posted
in the gallery already will be removed at the end of the Month (April 2007 in case you were
wondering). Any new ones posted will be removed ASAP.

Adult content may not be posted using an image tag. You may however post a link to your
image, as long as you use the topic prefix ?Warning: Adult Content?.

All other forum and site rules are applicable.

Now the last order of business is the name. Sketches while mostly accurate, is just boring, so
we need you help in picking its name. As you can see at the top there is a poll with a few
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choices. Pick your favorite or make another suggestion by posting to this thread.
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